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Introductions

WHAT WILL YOU BE
ANALYZING?

WHO FOR?

ANY SPECIFIC
CONCERNS OR ISSUES?

The iterativeinductive nature of
qualitative analysis

The nature of qualitative research: a
reminder
Qualitative research is employed by

sociologists, anthropologists, human geographers, psychologists, and so on
people working in health, education, climate change, crime and deviance, homelessness, and so
on
To broaden or deepen our understanding of how things came to be, how they are, how people
experience something, whether a new product or service is useful
Or to understand people in sensitive or complex situations, hard to reach groups, taboo topics
and so on.
(Hancock et. al. 2007)

The broad
nature of
qualitative
research

Qualitative methods entail and manifest the
assumptions of the interpretive paradigm, the
grounds of which lie in the need to grasp the
meaning of social action in the context of the lifeworld and from the actors' perspective. (Vasilachs de
Gialdino 2009)
For Habermas, lifeworld is the daily reality of
informal, culturally-shaped, mutual understandings
and accommodations – or how we learn to get
along.

Attempts to capture or study data which are
detailed, rich and complex

The ‘data’ of
qualitative
research

Data mainly in form of words / ideas / themes /
patterns / processes rather than numbers

Sets data in context

Explanations in terms of intentions, norms,
opportunities, barriers, micro-social processes
(not context free causal laws)

Mainly ‘inductive’ rather than ‘deductive’ analytical
process
Emergent (or co-constructed) categories and theoretical
ideas in addition to / rather than a priori concepts

The broad
nature of
qualitative
research

Committed to retaining diversity and complexity in
analysis

Respect for uniqueness of individual cases as well as
comparative themes and pattern
Uses flexible, non standardised methods
Seeks useful or meaningful results rather than numerically
generalisable

Key Idea
Qualitative research is usually
iterative-inductive
This is a practice of doing research,
informed by a sophisticated
inductivism, in which data collection,
analysis, and writing are not discrete
phases but inextricably linked
(O’Reilly 2012, 2009).

In summary: analysis goals
We have to work with the data to pull out the conclusions

To look for patterns or themes
To look beyond these for explanations
To explain our themes and patterns with reference to wider processes
Or underlying processes
Or interconnections of factors
Drawing on our theories and/or theoretical perspectives

Analysis is the intermediate step between data collection and writing
It starts at the first point of data collection and, even then, is informed by our design and approach

Discussion

A quick overview of
different types of
qualitative data analysis
TO ILLUSTRATE HOW THEY DO ANALYSIS IN PRACTICE

Teresa’s story
Five Ways of Doing Qualitative Analysis
(Wertz et al, 2011)
A graduate-class exercise

First person accounts: “Describing a
situation in which something unfortunate
happened and how the person
responded”
In order to use the accounts for qualitative
analysis

Teresa

26 years old
Had a promising career as an opera singer
life-threatening thyroid cancer

Had to give it up but may return to it
Story is about renegotiating her sense of
self and telling others close to her

Discourse analysis in action
McMullen (in Wertz et al, 2011)

Read all the texts, undirected way, no notes
1 week later read them all again, with notes in margins
◦ Notes were paraphrases, key words, descriptions

Later readings were more directed, drawing on analytic concepts from discourse
analysis:
◦ Positioning of oneself
◦ Interpretative repertoires
◦ Patterns

Stepped back from analysis and thought about how (in-vivo) terms such as
resilience, coping, and recovery were framing the discourse
◦ Back to data, back to analysis, to and fro

Eventually understood the text in terms of a ‘Western cultural discourse of
resilience as exceptional’

Narrative methods of analysis
Josselson (in Wertz et. al, 2011)
No given set of techniques or procedures
A way of thinking, a way of asking questions, a way of interrogating the voices, in context
Read the texts overall for sense of structure and general themes
Multiple readings to identify different ‘voices of the self’ and how they relate
Iterative readings seeking themes that cover contradictions and reach overall coherence
Draws on wider theoretical literature in order to ‘remain sensitive to nuances of meaning’, how
they are expressed and in what context.
Also considered context of the interview

Narrative Analysis and Theresa’s story
Both of her “tellings… can be read as narratives of
transformation and integration”.
She had a sense of whole self predicated on being
a singer, that was lost (along with her relationship
with her coach)

She has to reinvent herself, finding “new ways of
being with others and in the world”.
“I have also read this narrative as a romance in
which resilience inheres in the journey of struggle
rather than the outcome” (Josselson in Wertz,
pp.237-8)

Grounded theories tend to be
substantive
They address given problems in specific
situations

Grounded
theories

Can be generalised to broader situations
Commonly used in medical, educational
and criminological settings

Objectivist and constructivist approaches

Research problems, opening questions
Data collection, initial coding
Memos and raising codes to categories

Grounded
Theory:
overlapping
stages

Data collection, focussed coding

Advanced memos, refining categories
Theoretical sampling and directed data collection
Adopting categories as theoretical concepts, further memos
Sorting memos

Integrating memos, diagram of concepts
Writing

Teresa’s story.
Charmaz
identified a
process
involving:

◦ Receiving bad news
◦ Telling news
◦ Experiencing a disruption of self
◦ Loss of self
◦ Facing loss
◦ Regaining a valued sense of self

Ethnographic Analysis
Ethnography means ‘portrait of a people’’. It involves extensive fieldwork
participant observation, conversation, writing field notes, and above all
doing research in context.
Hypothesis formulation, theory construction, coding, interpretation, (even
data collection) are inextricably bound up with one another
Analysis begins ‘in the field’
Coding begins as you write field notes

It is an iterative process of sorting emergent themes into categories and
arguments that make sense of the data in the context of the participants’
lives

All tend to use a similar approach
First, they get a general sense of the data overall

They start to code in an open-minded way (but with the
research question in mind)

In summary:
different
types/approaches

They compare codes in one piece of data with other pieces (as
they collect data where possible)
They start to step back and examine the codes and see how they
fit together
They think about how other external ideas (theories, concepts,
frameworks) might help them sort the codes
They start to write more and more and move away from the
data towards more abstraction, analysis, reduction, and
synthesis
But if they are doing it well, they will keep checking they have
not jumped to conclusions too soon (they have heard the data)

Thematic analysis

Thematic analysis
A generic term for the procedures that are common to most of the
approaches discussed

Looking for themes in the data and combining them to achieve a
coherent interpretation
Thematic analysis is iterative (but this might not include data
collection)
Inductive coding comes before deductive
(useful ref. Braun and Clarke (2006), and their more recent work)

Thematic analysis and different
approaches
Researchers vary in the extent to which they use existing theories,
but arguable they should all ‘earn their way’
Some thematic analysis is used to develop grounded theories.
Some thematic analysis is used within a theoretical framework
You may be interested in how the story is told (narrative), in what
story is being told, in how it is framed (discourse), or in the
experiences and feelings described (interpretive).
To some extent be aware of your approach (see Hancock et. Al.
2007)

Thematic Analysis and Types of
question that can be addressed
‘What are men’s experiences of body hair removal?’
‘What do people think of women who play traditionally male
sports?’
How do lay people understand therapy?’

‘How are food and eating represented in popular magazines
targeted at teenage girls?’
‘How is race constructed in workplace diversity training?’
(see Braun and Clarke 2006)

Thematic Analysis: what does it look like?
Today I am using diverse approaches, but Grounded Theory has useful concepts

“At best grounded theory offers an approximation of the creative activity of theory building
found in good observational work” (Silverman, 2007, p145)
Bryman’s analysis chapter spends more time on the steps used by grounded theorists than any
other approach.
Grounded theory can be used as a methodology; it is a grounded theory (a theoretical
explanation of the process of) of qualitative data analysis

‘The important thing is not to get bogged down in semantics” (Ritchie et. al, 2014)

Thematic Analysis – common steps
Overview: Read everything through (or look)
Avoid preconceptions: Keep an open mind
Open coding: Make some notes (inductively, descriptively, openly)

Focused Coding: Re-read, make more notes (analytically)
Write memos: work on the developing themes or categories
Re-code, sort codes: Take them to the data (deductively)
Bring in theories or concepts: Consider extant theories
Remain iterative: Take a step back from time to time to avoid forcing data into preconceived categories
Write: Gradually reduce data to a few themes, personas, theories, arguments

Step 1
Read everything (or look/listen)
That is, familiarise yourself with all the material you have
collected so far

Workshop: please read the two transcripts in Handout 1
Transcripts to Code

Break
TIME TO READ THE TRANSCRIPTS TO
CODE, HANDOUT 1

Open coding

LABELLED
INDUCTIVE, INITIAL,
DESCRIPTIVE

Open/descriptive Coding
Here our main focus is the ‘data’, the participants responses

Label segments of text with short phrases
First attempt to capture meanings, intentions (informed by what you are interested in)

Is provisional
Works very well in teams
Leads to more analysis (and perhaps data collection)

Open Coding
Ask questions of the data

Remain open minded, enable surprise, but look
closely
Delve into not apparent
Code actions, processes, or features
Stay close to the data

Listen to the data, hear the arguments (insider
perspectives)
Look for In-vivo codes (participants’ own terms)

Keep codes simple and precise at this stage (you
can elaborate later)
Move quickly
You are constructing codes as well as highlighting
text
It is therefore an active process

Try using gerunds (Strauss and Corbin 1998)
Have the rest of the data in mind (constant
comparisons in GT)

Open Coding
Other techniques to enable openness include:
◦ Line by line;
◦ word by word;
◦ incident by incident

We will talk about these later
Depends on quality of data

Field notes are already quite selective
So are visual data (try to remember why you collected material)

Open coding
Think about what you are coding
◦ Different approaches will look for different things
◦ psychological processes, social processes, meanings, narratives, discourses, experiences, understandings, broad
themes
◦ A realist analysis is looking for what is really going on.
◦ A constructivist approach will interact with the data to construct an interpretation
At this first stage try to simply look for ‘important features’ and apply labels
Coding is simply identifying what is relevant

And remember: “every way of seeing is also a way of not seeing” (Silverman 2007), so you will want to go back and
look again
This is a technique for ‘hearing the data’ (Rubin and Rubin 2012)

Workshop
Open/descriptive Coding of a section of interview
transcript
First as individuals (ten minutes)

Then compare and do some shared coding in small
groups
Discussion

Coding examples
Let’s look at this one:

http://humbox.ac.uk/4052/1/Coding_sample.pdf0.pdf
This is also useful:
Löfgren, K. [kentlofgren]. (2013, May 19). Qualitative analysis of interview data: A step-by-step
guide [Video file]. Retrieved from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRL4PF2u9XA
But note that I don’t agree that you can easily separate findings and results (description and
analysis).

Focused coding
ALSO KNOWN AS SELECTIVE OR ANALYTICAL

Focused/
analytical coding
The next stage (conceptually) in coding is focused coding
This is more focused, analytical, selective, and conceptual

It involves identifying the strong analytic directions
And determining their adequacy for large segments of data

It asks, given what I now know or understand, what seems to be coming out that I
want to focus on?

This is your opportunity to focus on emerging insights (or co-created insights)

Focused coding is iterative, not linear (ie you may need to do more open coding)
It is comparative

Focused coding

It also involves refining codes, defining them, and unpacking them (and starting
to write more)
And developing categories (or clusters of codes)

Axial Coding
Axial coding is used by Strauss and
Corbin (1998) to formalise the
linking of categories into a
framework
‘Axial coding specifies the
properties and dimensions of a
category’
It can also be used to help identify
central organising concepts (Braun
and Clarke)
And relate themes to sub themes
Axial coding is a tool you can use,
along with mind maps, etc.

Feeling free

Escaping Britain
Crime
weather

Enjoying Spain
Playing outdoors
Warmth
drinking

Sharing
pleasures

Other ways of conceptualizing the
steps
Ritchie et.al. 2014
Step One: Indexing and sorting
Step Two: Developing categories, which involves abstracting and interpreting
“The objective is to produce a meaningful account of the phenomenon that
addresses key aspects of the research question” in a systematic and transparent
way

They also remind readers that all analysis should remain grounded in the data.

Braun and Clarke, moving from codes to themes

Moving from
Codes to
Themes

“This phase involves examining the codes and collated data to
identify significant broader patterns of meaning (potential
themes). It then involves collating data relevant to each
candidate theme, so that you can work with the data and review
the viability of each candidate theme”.
Braun and Clarke
Also, they say, this is time to spend some time exploring what is
implicit (latent) as well as explicit (semantic)

The goal is to move beyond the descriptive
Note: any code can become a theme as you continue to work
through

Interpretation
Focused and theoretical
codes and memos, the sense
we try to make of them
Open codes, what we learn from our
participants

Focused coding in small groups of same section of transcript

Workshop

Points to think about:
◦ Are the codes semantic (explicit content) or latent (ideas
underpinning the data)?
◦ Are we developing themes (broader patterns)?
◦ Has anyone used extant theory, or imported ideas?
◦ Is Axial coding or memo-writing useful?
◦ Have you used other methods, such as mind maps?

Workshop
Gibbs’ video on line by line coding (6.5 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dfd_U-24egg
Exercise: Line by Line coding

Discuss:

Word by word coding
Incident by incident coding
Waving the red flag (looking out for absolutist terms such as always, never, or answers
that are too neat, or suspiciously simple)

It depends on the length of a line (so don’t get hung up on
semantics)
The goal is to make you slow down and look closely: it is particularly
useful for those who jump to conclusions (and therefore could aid
objectivity)
It is always worth thinking about using gerunds (ing words)

Thoughts on
Gibbs’ video

It can be difficult to determine what is analytical and what is
descriptive, in the end this is up to you to an extent (eg slept in car
versus jealous)
Never try to do this with all your notes or transcripts: use it for a
section you have overlooked or that you think might be particularly
dense or interesting
Always remember constant comparisons
These are techniques to add richness, and complexity, and to help
you deal with preconceptions

Making ‘mistakes’ in this aids reflexivity

Developing themes:
Memo-writing or
diagramming

Developing themes: Memos
Memos are your opportunity to develop your ideas into bigger concepts

Themes, processes, or other organizing principles
Some people use the notion of categories as collections of themes (eg in Grounded Theory, and
Kent Lofgren, youtube)
Some talk of themes, but the problem is ‘what is a theme?’

Braun and Clarke (2006: 79) say that TA is “a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting
patterns (themes)”
There may be themes, sub-themes, and overarching themes.
Once again, please let us not get hung up on semantics.

Memo Writing is the process of developing analytical
insights
Memos can be jottings, rambling thoughts, diagrams, and more systematically worked through
arguments and schema.
They are the pivotal intermediate step between coding, theme development, and writing

They mark the beginning of theorising or interpretation as opposed to description

They help you develop ideas

They may also direct data gathering

How to create memos
Do not try to structure too much at first
Move between ideas, data, coding, to and fro
Include data as examples so that you avoid abstracting away from the data
Memos can be informal at first, and are for personal use

They can be short and stilted or long and free-flowing
Enjoy - they are tools to use

Advanced memos
Memos are work in progress
As time goes along your memos will become more elaborate
Memo writing is your space to stand back, think, explore,
Memos may
•
•
•
•

Define and question a code, category, or theme
Detail processes
Make comparisons
Offer conjectures

• They should
• Use concrete examples
• Identify gaps in analysis

•Don’t forget about your research questions. It is OK to move away from them a bit
but you will need to return to them, sharpen them, and address them

Build a prototype
Another way of thinking about all this more creatively is to draw on ideas from
Ulibarri et al (2019)
Experiment, Freewrite, Brainstorm, Iterate, Play (my addition)
Then select a few ideas to prototype
Prototypes use:
◦ Discussions
◦ Mindmaps
◦ Cartoons, Drawing
◦ Build something
◦ Write an outline
Break your routine and see what you can do in a few minutes
Act before you have time to think
Iterate

Workshop: Coding second transcript
Please take this opportunity to work in small groups and code the second transcript a little

First open code it very quickly on your own
Then compare with focused codes from earlier
See if this makes you develop your focused codes on a few (or one) particular themes

The role of ‘theory’
in coding and
analysis

Theoretical codes are one more step in the analytical story
(Charmaz 2014)

They are labels/names that draw on theoretical concepts

Theoretical/conceptual
coding

They may link/associate/relate focused/selective codes

They relate codes or processes to broader theoretical ideas
Theoretical codes are tools and should be used consciously,
explicitly and reflexively.
Avoid forcing data into preconceived categories

Examples of theoretical/conceptual
codes
Stigma
Empowerment
Alienation
Institutional racism
Normalising

For this transcript: weathering (psychological), stigma, national identity, integrating, life as a
story, isolation, gender identity, colonial traces.
Ideas that come with conceptual baggage/literature/ or ideas that are enabling you to
develop a theoretical explanation
Note: Here we are also talking about any imported ideas, such as preformed problems,
typologies, etc.

Taking a step back
It is important that your codes do not too quickly become a straight-jacket
Try not to be constrained by what you develop (Silverman (2007) warns)

A good coding scheme (themes, a process, a typology) also tries to account for
what has not been categorized.
Furthermore, Silverman advises we also focus on one process at a time in
developing our analysis

Workshop: Memo writing to
develop a theme/process
Write a memo that
◦ Links a few ideas/processes you have seen in the data
◦ or that develops one theme (and sub themes)
◦ Or outline a process

Use both transcripts (constant comparisons)

Have a title
Include some data (quotes/examples)
Aim for equivalent of approx. one paragraph
Aim for something analytical and perhaps also use theoretical codes/theory

Presentations per group

A final thought about coding
“Qualitative coding is a way of opening up avenues of inquiry:
The researcher identifies and develops concepts and
analytical insights through close examination of, and
reflection on, fieldnote data. Such coding is not
fundamentally directed at putting labels on bits and pieces of
data so that what ‘goes together’ can be collected in a single
category; rather, the ethnographer is indeed interested in
categories but less as a way to sort data than as a way to
name, distinguish and identify the conceptual import and
significance of particular observations.” (Emerson, Fretz and
Shaw, 2011: 175).
In other words, it is a way of thinking about data and analysis
not merely a set of techniques to manage your data.

(INCLUDING, BRIEFLY,
COMPUTER
SOFTWARE)

Data management
and storage

Dealing with data
Analysis is a reflexive process of making sense of all or parts of the data for a specific reader/user

Data will be moved from chronological order into themes, categories, stories or theoretical areas

Managing therefore involves dividing, moving, classifying

Computers can help you manage but not analyse the data

Documents, recordings, diaries, memory etc. are unlikely to be computerised/coded in the same way

Try to get everything in a format where you can analyse it easily: writing up notes from memory, noting why videos were
used, noting observations. Think about how such things can be coded

Sorting and coding
Data can be assigned to categories but should also remain
within the rest of the data
◦ Be fully inclusive but not mutually exclusive

Categorise to meet your own demands - and be prepared to
change - institutions, people, groups, themes, concepts all
count as categories or classifications
◦ Today we focused on themes and concepts

Data can be coded within the whole text or can be split up - but
avoid divorcing from context
You may need various forms of organisation – e.g. excel sheets,
database, word docs

Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
(CAQDAS) is a term, introduced by Fielding and Lee in
1991, that refers to the wide range of software now
available that supports a variety of analytic styles in
qualitative work.
http://onlineqda.hud.ac.uk/Intro_CAQDAS/

A note on
software

Software does not do the analysis
Main facilities: coding, searching, reporting,
retrieving, images, modeling, video and variable type
data

Use one that is supported by your institution (or one
you know colleagues use)
Beware reification
Beware losing the context

CAQDAS: some to watch for
MAXQDA

Atlas-ti
NVivo
Hyper Research
Dedoose
Mindmup (and many others)
Taguette
Look around and think about what features you need

Preparation for writing up
Your goal is to (paraphrased from Braun and Clarke 2006)
tell the complicated story of your data in a way which convinces the reader of the merit and validity
of your analysis
provide a concise, coherent, logical, non- repetitive, and interesting account of the story the data tell
provide sufficient evidence of the themes – ie data extracts, vivid examples
◦ embedded within an analytic narrative that needs to go beyond description of the data,

and make an argument in relation to your research question.

Developing insights
The goal of qualitative analysis is to
create insights that:
•explain people’s behavior in the
context of their life, experiences, or
culture

•or explain how policies or actions are
practiced

To do this we tend to relate our
themes into a coherent story
This often involves making some
interpretations
We may combine processes into a
theory, move from themes to
interpretive analysis (drawing on
external theories), we may locate our
understandings in the context of a life
as lived, or we may look for (or
construct) types or personas

Think about your audience
Have some models to work from
Examples
https://gweddill.gov.wales/docs/caecd/research/2014/140217-attitudes-parenting-practices-child-discipline-en.pdf

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/mpi-europe
https://brexitbritsabroad.org

Example of qualitative projects with impact:

https://theinvisibleworkofnurses.co.uk (Davina Allen)
https://esrc.ukri.org/news-events-and-publications/impact-case-studies/changing-practices-and-supporting-parentsfor-infant-post-mortems/

Final discussion
I’d like you to start to think:

How will you use what you have learned today?
How will themes generated in this way be used in your
writing?
Will you organize around key themes and then discussion?

Will you frame your work around theories or around
research questions or policy recommendations?

Any final questions and one final take-home
message/reminder each to share in chat.

Qualitative analysis is iterative and inductive and
therefore starts in the early stages of a project
Qualitative analysis requires a unique qualitative stance
and world view (not merely technical tips)
Different approaches (eg discourse, narrative, grounded
theory) share techniques in common

Checklist

Thematic analysis is a generic term for the practicalities of
doing analysis, and can inform higher level interpretations
Have a clear idea what you want to know (and who for)
and what you hope to produce
Collect good quality data and store safely and in rich detail
Draw on diverse approaches for techniques, but there are
common steps

Thematic Analysis – common
steps
Overview: Read everything through (or look)

Avoid preconceptions: Keep an open mind
Open/Descriptive coding: Make some notes (inductively, descriptively, openly)

Focused/Analytical Coding: Re-read, make more notes (deductively, analytically, focused)
Write memos: work on the developing themes or categories

Re-code, sort codes: Take them to the data (deductively)
Theoretical coding: Bring in theories or concepts: Consider extant theories

Remain iterative: Take a step back from time to time to avoid forcing data into preconceived
categories
Write: Gradually reduce data to a few themes, personas, theories, arguments

Thanks for listening
Enjoy!
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